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Fact Sheet: Doctors Come Clean About Lawsuits
Considering the extraordinary number of preventable medical errors committed in the United States
and how few doctors are ever sued for this,1 it may be hard to understand the legislative focus in
many states on attacking lawsuits instead of preventing errors in the first place.2
“Lawsuits” tend to get blamed for things they don’t do. Insurance groups say that lawsuits are
forcing the industry to raise insurance premiums for doctors, making insurance unaffordable for
many who, they say, will leave the profession as a result.3 In fact, medical malpractice lawsuits
keep decreasing,4 and if doctors do leave, the reasons have nothing to do with liability or insurance.5
At the beginning of the pandemic, lobbyists swarmed public officials with demands for immunity
predicting a “wave” of pandemic-related lawsuits that could exacerbate the pandemic crisis – which
experts knew would never happen and, in fact, did not happen.6
What doctors actually say about lawsuits and insurance premiums is often different from what
lobby groups argue. The following are some recent examples.

Doctors Come Clean About the Impact of Lawsuits
•

Of the 47% of internists who report having ever been sued, including situations where
claims were quickly dropped (almost none of whom faced an actual trial), “[a]bout two
thirds of internists thought the outcome of the lawsuit was fair, similar to the 61% of overall
physicians who responded the same.”7

•

“Similar to physicians in general, most internists in 2021 did not feel that the lawsuit
negatively affected their overall medical career.”8

•

When asked if they’d left the profession, changed or increased insurance, or treated patients
differently after the lawsuit, “[h]alf of internists said that nothing occurred as a result of the
malpractice suit, slightly less than the 52% of physicians in general who chose this
response.”9

Doctors Come Clean About the Impact of COVID Lawsuits
•

No doctors surveyed recently by Medscape have been sued for a “COVID-related
allegation.”10

•

Surveyed doctors report fewer lawsuits in 2021 compared with 2 years ago (pre-COVID).11

•

87% of doctors overall and “80% of internists said they were not concerned about being
sued for malpractice over a COVID-related issue that happened during the pandemic.”12
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Doctors Come Clean About the Reason Behind Insurance Rate Hikes
The American Medical Association recently examined why insurance rates have gone up for
doctors over the last three years. Much of that time was during a pandemic when lawsuits
dropped, courts had closed, and trials had stopped. In a news release about the study, AMA
President Gerald E. Harmon, MD did not blame lawsuits for rate hikes, but rather admitted
for the first time, “The medical liability insurance cycle is in a period of increasing
premiums.”13 This cycle is well known and causes rates to rise and fall irrespective of the
number and size of claims or lawsuits.14 As a result, solutions for doctors facing unfair rate
hikes lie with the insurance industry, not with the legal system.
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